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Musician friends musicians musician's friends open friends in musician's friend app open true $2949.0 $2,949.00 Loyalty Points Icon Earns 23,592 bonus points ($235,000 92 in credit) The shipping company will call you to arrange your delivery date and time Someone will need to be home to receive the package Make sure you have measured your
entryway and have help available to make items in stock &amp; ready to ship Most orders are placed before noon ET trains on the same day (except weekends and public holidays). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 19 20 Free Shipping Top Flexible Financial Rating Lowest Price Gold Insurance Protection 60 MONTHS + $689.99 36-MONTHS
+ $349.99 24-MONTH + $219.99 No plan to choose Protect Your Equipment Overview Music Man John Petrucci JPXI-6 Electric Guitar Onyx Brian Ball on Music Man Guitars JPXI-6 is the latest collaboration effort between John Petrucci and music group Man R &amp; D. JPXI has a combination of top appointments from JPX and BFR Petrucci signature
tools. Most notably, jpxi necks have been streamlined into a symmetrical configuration, adding thin features flater than 20 in. radius, medium jumbo stainless steel frets with a finished mahogany neck and an ebony fingerboard. This, combined with the chamberless body, Tone Block mahogany and maple head, became the last stone machine. The controls
are similar to that of the JP BFR series, with 2 three-way toggles completely wired for Custom Dimarzio LiquiFire and Crunch Lab humbuckers, as well as piezo bridge pickup. The JPXI-6 is decorated with chromed hardware, Mother of Pearl insiding and a new Onyx finish. Cover the case. Alder bodyMaple topMahogany Tone BlockHigh gloss polyester onyx
finishSelect mahogany neckEbony fretbony fretboard24 medium-jumbo fretsStainless Steel fretsCustom JPXI Inlays5-bolt neck attachmentSculpted neck jointDiMarzio Liquifire neck humbuckerDiMarzio Crunch Lab bridge humbuckerPiezo bridge pickup3-way toggle with custom 3-way piezo conversion/ pick fromSchaller M6-IND lock with pearl buttons
Include case Get signature PRS tone. Order today. John Petrucci JPXI-6 Electric Guitar Specifications: Scale: 25-1/2 in. Radius: 20 in. Neck width: 1-11/16 in. (43.0 mm) at the belt, 2-1/4 in. (57.2 mm) final fretSize: 12-3/8 in. wide, 1-3/4 in. thick, 37 in length. (31.4 cm wide, 4.5 cm thick, 94.0 cm long)Weight: 7 lbs, 4 oz (3.29 kg) - vapor changeElectronic
Shielding: Graphite acrylic plastic coated body compartment and aluminum control store cover with a free friend free shipping standard ground transport (4 8 conceduous states, some overweight and used/Vintage Orders placed 5 .m. ET usually deliver on the same working day. Learn more 2-Year Free Warranty on Guitars Every guitar or bass you buy from
Musician's (electric or acoustic, New or Open Box) consists of two two protection from defects of the manufacturer. Contact us for details We here tell you Our equipment advisor is available to guide you through your entire shopping experience. Call or chat for expert advice and listen to the latest deals. Contact us
{sourceCode:3soswxxa,siteSection:shop,reportSuiteIds:musiciansfriendprod,pageType:product detail page,subCategory2:solid body electric guitars,subCategory1:electric guitars,countryName:united states,category:guitars,pageName:ernie ball music man john petrucci jpxi6 electric guitar,events:warrantyImpression,products:; H71483} CURRENTLY
SELLING MORE items related to this productCurrent slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} of {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Best-selling in Electric Guitar4.8 out of 5 stars based on 89 ratings product (89) 4.2 out of 5 stars based on 12 product ratings (12) No rating or rating of 4.7 out of 5 stars based on product rating 9 (9) 9) ) No rating or rating is 5.0 out of 5 stars based on 4
product ratings (4) 5.0 out of 5 stars based on 1 product rating (1) Current Slide at {CURRENT_SLIDE} of {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Save on Electric Guitar B.C. Rich Pro X Custom Mockingbird Electric Guitar is an electric guitar with a quilted maple top and Mockingbird body style with cutaways. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise
noted. Page 2 The B.C. Rich Pro X Custom Mockingbird Electric Guitar is an electric guitar with a quilted top and Mockingbird body style with cutaways. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Electric Guitar B.C. Rich Pro X Custom Mockingbird is a limited edition special offering for its rich heritage. With the famous and
iconic Mockingbird body style with classic cuts for full and easy fingerboard access. The mahogany body provides full tone with a set through the mahogany neck to add maintenance and structural integrity. Neck has a rosewood fingerboard so you can dig into each note and 24 jumbo frets for long life and confident bending note. The 12 radius and BCR
diamond insc likelihood complete the look of this wonderfully felt neck. Dual active B.C. Rich humbuckers provide low noise and multiple inputs. It comes with Floyd Rose Special Bridge and die-cast tuners. Shadow and transparent red style is on sale for $399.99. The expiration is unknown. Gloss Black also sold for $399.99 (discounted price in cart), but it
expired on September 12, 2013. B.C. Rich Pro X Custom Mockingbird Electric Guitar has a limited edition special quilted maple top bow to its rich heritage, and features the famous and iconic Mockingbird-style body with classic cutaways for full and easy fingerboard access. The mahogany body provides full tone with a set through the mahogany neck for
extra maintenance and full Structure. Neck has a rosewood fingerboard so you can dig deep into each note and 22 jumbo frets for long and and Note bending. With a curved head, solid 1/2 maple cap, 5-layer binding, cloud-inlay, a strategically placed 3-way pickup switch, two volumes and two control tunes, a tune-o-matic bridge and three B.C. Rich B.D.S.M
pickups for low noise and multiple outputs, this rare bird will provide a lifetime of enjoying. Mockingbird Pro X represents the Mockingbird series in the metal section of the market. This stunner comes with all the necessities for a large metal axe. Solid, double-cut body made of mahogany with maple neck running through it in the middle is strong, strong and is
a great base for that B.C. Rich roaring. Classic 24-5/8 scale, head carving, 24-fret fingerboard, gold plated hardware and electronic operation are also some important features of this model. Mockingbird Pro X is equipped with a Floyd Rose tremolo bridge, ensuring optimal performance. EMG 81/60 combo is there for classic 1980s metal melodies. Two
volume knobs and tones are accompanied by a three-way converted pickup switch. Maple Neck is topped with a standard 24-fret ebony fingerboard. Chorder.com eBayBC Rich Mockingbird Electric Guitar I bought one Sunday. Reasonable price with decent feedback. I've wanted a mockingbird since the '80s. Should come in a week or so. I bought one
Sunday. Reasonable price with decent feedback. I've wanted a mockingbird since the '80s. Should come in a week or so. That's great! I hope you will post an NGD topic with a review. Edit: By the way, I just read the feedback on the MF website. There are only a few downsides mentioned, one is that the pickups sound muddy. I would be interested to hear
what you think of sound. I've never seen one like that, it's a beauty and 400 bones are right. I'll look to check out the next trip. I bought one Sunday. Reasonable price with decent feedback. I've wanted a mockingbird since the '80s. Should come in a week or so. I forgot to ask if you went with gold or chrome / nickle finish? Gold looks really nice, but the
cigarette top is quite different. Also I've heard that the gold finish doesn't hold well over time. I wonder if it is inevitable or if fading can be prevented with proper care? I went with chrome as gold was on the backorder until May. UPS is ready for delivery. I went with chrome as gold was on the backorder until May. UPS is ready for delivery. yes, I noticed that
orders are long back for gold models. Looking forward to your first impression. Opened the box but it was outside all day. I don't want to mess with it until it gets to room temperature. Maybe tomorrow I'll give it a whirl. The first impression is that it's gorgeous and feels like a quality tool I'll do a better review soon. Ok I also like guitar. The fit and finish is very
nice and typical of many Korean guitars, with a nice ball made of some waterproof material. I can't find an end flaw on the guitar anywhere. The frets are also dressed with no sharp edges. She is very comfortable and I would describe it as a modern C shape. I really like these children so far. Volume is balanced across all three and each sound is different.
Electronics all work as they should and seem complete. The guitar is well balanced to sit (that's how I play) and feel comfortable. Overall a great looking, nice sounding, and nice guitar player. Very satisfied. I'll try to take some photos later and do an NGD theme. Ok I also like guitar. The fit and finish is very nice and typical of many Korean guitars, with a nice
glossy finish made of some waterproof material. I can't find an end flaw on the guitar anywhere. The frets are also dressed with no sharp edges. She is very comfortable and I would describe it as a modern C shape. I really like these children so far. Volume is balanced across all three and each sound is different. Electronics all work as they should and seem
complete. The guitar is well balanced to sit (that's how I play) and feel comfortable. I'm glad to know that the guitar is perfect and your first impression is positive. I care about her in particular. I went to GC yesterday and played a different mockingbird model; I like her up there, but I don't know if the birds all have the same old records. I think it is slim, like my
PRS SE CU24 wide thin neck. How does antique X3 compare to your Les Paul (I found the kind of chunky LP neck)? Looking forward to your NGD theme Nice guitar. I used to own a Mockingbird ST Neck that was awesome. I miss that guitar. Nice guitar. I used to own a Mockingbird ST Neck that was awesome. I miss that guitar. They have a very unique
look that I like. By the way, is MockingBirds suitable for any standard hard shell? I find that there is a case made specifically for it, but it's expensive. It looks amazing! What is the pecking order in the Mockinbird Bc Rich squad? They have so much I can't figure it out. I have a 1984 NJ Mockingbird bolt on which I fully admire. It looks amazing! What is the
pecking order in the Mockinbird Bc Rich squad? They have so much I can't figure it out. Prices range from $200 to $1000 on MF. It would be helpful to know what the difference is in more detail. Prices range from $200 to $1000 on MF. It would be helpful to know in what difference is more detailed. I guess what are the top 2 or 3 levels down from having the
U.S. building model? I want to know why I see their imported guitars built all the time on craigslist and probably missed a lot assumptions they are cheapo in unison. Good.... I did come to them for a while. . Good.... I've been targeting them for a while. FYI Guitar Center has finally sold out models with silver hardware/ chrome - I know for me I to buy and just
miss the last one. Models with gold hardware are still listed as becoming available on 5-8-15. I've said that both versions are discontinued though, so they won't get any more with chrome hardware and they don't even know for sure if the gold hardware version will go on.
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